
I made you a CSS 
framework
Let's call it the turmeric framework
It's really compact and it uses both Flexbox and Grid  



Basic HTML the <head>
<!doctype html>

<html>

<head>

<meta charset="UTF-8">

<title>Turmeric Framework</title>

   <!--add your google fonts here-->

<link href="css/style.css" rel="stylesheet" 

type="text/css">

<meta name="description" content="Turmeric is very 

healthy">

</head>



The Header
 

<section id ="header">

<h1>logo here</h1>

    <nav>

 <ul>

   <li><a href="#">Link</a></li>

   <li><a href="#">Link</a></li>

   <li><a href="#">Link</a></li>

   </ul>

     </nav>

</section>



 It has some other stuff
 <section id="one">...</section>

 <section id="two">...</section>

 <section id="three">...</section>

 <section id="four">...</section>

 <section id ="footer">...</section>



CSS Reset
/*reset*/

h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, p, ul, li, a {

  padding: 0px;

  margin: 0px;

}



Responsive Images
img { /*makes images responsive*/

  width: 100%;

  height: auto;

}



Hide on Mobile
.hidden {

  display: none !important;

}

@media screen and (min-width:1101px) {

  /*in case you need to bring it back for desktop*/

  .hidden {

    display: block !important;

  }



Call To Action
.cta {

  background: #ebc956;

  display: block;

  text-align: center;

  color: black;

  padding: 20px;

  text-transform: uppercase;

  border-radius: 4px;

}



Zoom (Scale on Hover)
.zoom {

    -webkit-transform: scale(1);

    transform: scale(1);

    -webkit-transition: .3s ease-in-out;

    transition: .3s ease-in-out;

  }

  .zoom:hover {

    -webkit-transform: scale(1.2);

    transform: scale(1.2);

    object-fit: cover;

  }



It's designed for 
mobile-first
So Smaller screens use  

display:flex; flex-direction:column

Everything stacks neatly



Larger screens let the 
content spread out
display:flex; flex-direction:row



Here's the css for 
the nav element
Mobile first and then table



Here's the CSS  for 
the header 



The same is true for the 
major sections
Mobile-first...



Here's where things get 
interesting
<div class="item">

In section #two, most of my divs have a class called 

"item"

And there is a css rule for item" 

flex: 1 1 300px;

this means:

flex-grow: 1;allow it to grow, relatively

flex-shrink: 1; allow it to shrink, relatively

flex-basis: 300px; with a min/max of 300px

 



What does this mean?
Smaller screens .item forms a single column
As we get towards 600px it turns to two columns
And 900px it turns to three columns



Using Flexbox, we have 
a responsive layout with 
only 1 line of CSS
It's a little boring...
You can adjust the larger number in flex: 1 1 300px;

to get any number of columns

I also added this for easy centering   
text-align:center;
justify-content: center;

align-items: center;



But what about the CSS 
Grid?
@media screen and (min-width:640px) and (max-

width:1100px) {/*tablet stuff here*/

 

@media screen and (min-width:1101px)  

{/* Cool css grid for desktop stuff here*/



When we tell an element 
to display: grid
 It can be divided into numbered rows and columns and 
content
can be placed on specific grid lines.
Only direct descendants (child elements) can be placed on the 
grid



Defining a Grid Area
#two {

    display: grid;/*redefine grid on your own terms  

*/

    grid-template-columns: repeat(16, 1fr);

    grid-template-rows: repeat(8, 120px);

    grid-gap: 0px;

    max-width: 1600px;

    margin: auto;

    height: 100vh;

}



This defines an invisible grid for us to lay 
elements on (Thanks, Firefox Dev Tools)



How to Position 
Elements on the grid?
Easy: Give everything an #ID, and speak to them directly
better, Use nth-child syntax. If there are many 'items', and 'n' is 
a variable, then this is how we describe the first of many
.item:nth-child(1){/*controls position*/

    grid-column: 2/8;

    grid-row: 1/8;

}

#bike {/*the id controls the image*/

background-image:url(../img/8.jpg);

background-repeat:no-repeat;

background-size:cover;

justify-content: flex-start;

} 

 



I did this several more 
times
Placing elements on the grid
 

 

.item:nth-child(3) {

    grid-column: 12/16;

    grid-row: 3/7;  

}

.item:nth-child(4) {

  grid-column: 9/11;

    grid-row: 1/3;

}



Final 
Result





I did this with a smaller 
div called 'wrap'
The hero image is in the background of the larger div



But uses Flexbox 
on Smaller 
Screens



I used a slightly different 
syntax
.wrap > a {

    font-size: 24px;

    grid-column: 11/13;

    grid-row: 4/5;

    text-align: center

  }





Next Steps
 
Download the turmeric zip file
Rename the folder with your product name
Study my content, delete it, and add yours
Make it like like your vision, not mine



Peer to Peer. 5 minutes.  

What will the world look like by summer? 

What are your summer plans? 

BRENDECKE MARTIN A >> WILLIAMS JASON T

BUCARO NICOLE >> OLSSON ANNA MATILDA >>

CLOKEY ALEXANDER G >> LISZEWSKI STEPHANIE

DANIEL-OMOREGIE KAMARI >> LEUNG JUSTIN

FRANKLIN EROYN L >> MORALES ERIKA S

HANSON ANDERS M >> HONG NGOC-HOA T

HUELVAS TELLEZ ANA MEL >> HUGHES EVAN W

ROBB SUSAN T >> JOHNSON CHELSEA A >> 

SHAFFER-BAUCK LYRIA A >> SADASHIVAN GEETA

VAN-DEUSEN THOMAS C >> SHIMMIN KAYLEY A

FLYNN JOE >> SHAFFER-BAUCK LYRIA A


